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On the Markowitz Mean-Variance Analysis
of Self-Financing Portfolios

Abstract

This paper extends the work of Markowitz (1952), Korkie and Turtle (2002) and

others by first proving that the traditional estimate for the optimal return of self-

financing portfolios always over-estimates from its theoretic value. To circumvent

the problem, we develop a Bootstrap estimate for the optimal return of self-financing

portfolios and prove that this estimate is consistent with its counterpart parameter.

We further demonstrate the superiority of our proposed estimate over the traditional

estimate by simulation.

KEYWORDS: Optimal Portfolio Allocation, Mean-Variance Optimization; Self-

Financing Portfolio; Large Random Matrix; Bootstrap Method.

JEL classification: G11, C13
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I. Introduction

Markowitz (1952, 1959) introduce a mean-variance (MV)1 portfolio optimization proce-

dure in which investors incorporate their preferences on risk and expectation of return to

seek the best allocation of wealth by selecting the portfolios that maximize anticipated

profit subject to achieving a specified level of risk, or equivalently minimize variance sub-

ject to achieving a specified level of expected gain, see, for example, Markowitz (1952,

1959, 1991), Merton (1972), Kroll, Levy and Markowitz (1984), Schwebach, Olienyk and

Zumwalt (2002), Meyer and Rose (2003), Phengpis and Swanson (2004) and Albuquerque

(2007).

This theoretical MV optimization procedure is expected to be a powerful tool for

portfolio optimizers to efficiently allocate their wealth to different investment alternatives

to achieve the maximum expected profit as the conceptual framework of the classical MV

portfolio optimization had first been set forth by Markowitz more than half a century

ago, and several procedures for computing the corresponding estimates (see, for example,

Sharpe (1967, 1971), Stone (1973), Elton, Gruber, and Padberg (1976, 1978), Markowitz

and Perold (1981) and Perold (1984)) have produced substantial experimentation in the

investment community for nearly four decades.

However, there have been persistent doubts about the performance of the estimates.

Instead of implementing nonintuitive decisions dictated by portfolio optimizations, it has

long been known anecdotally that a number of experienced investment professionals sim-

ply disregard the results or abandon the entire approach, since many studies (see, for

example, Michaud (1989), Canner, Mankiw, and Weil (1997), Simaan (1997)) have found

the MV-optimized portfolios to be unintuitive, thereby making their estimates do more

harm than good. For example, Frankfurter, Phillips, and Seagle (1971) find that the

portfolio selected according to the Markowitz MV criterion is likely not as effective as

an equally weighted portfolio, while Zellner and Chetty (1965), Brown (1978), Michaud

(1989) notes that MV optimization is one of the outstanding puzzles in modern finance

and that it has yet to meet with widespread acceptance by the investment community,

particularly as a practical tool for active equity investment management. He terms this

1We note that Leung and Wong (2008) extend the MV theory by developing a multivariate Sharpe
ratio statistic to test the hypothesis of the equality of multiple Sharpe ratios whereas Meyer (1987),
Levy (1989), Wong (2007), and Wong and Ma (2008) establish some relationships between stochastic
dominance and mean-variance rules.
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puzzle the “Markowitz optimization enigma” and calls the MV optimizers “estimation-

error maximizers.”

To investigate the reasons why the MV optimization estimate is so far away from its

theoretic counterpart, Jorion (1985), Best and Grauer (1991) and Britten-Jones (1999)

suggest the main difficulty concerns the extreme weights that often arise when construct-

ing sample efficient portfolios that are extremely sensitive to changes in asset means. On

the other hand, Laloux, Cizeau, Bouchaud, and Potters (1999) find that Markowitz’s

portfolio optimization scheme which is based on a purely historical determination of the

correlation matrix, is not adequate because its lowest eigenvalues dominating the smallest

risk portfolio are dominated by noise.

Many studies have tried to show that the difficulty can be alleviated by using different

approaches. For example, Pafka and Kondor (2004) impose some constraints on the

correlation matrix to capture the essence of the real correlation structure. Konno and

Yamazaki (1991) propose a mean-absolute deviation portfolio optimization to overcome

the difficulties associated with the classical Markowitz model but Simaan (1997) finds

that the estimation errors for both the mean-absolute deviation portfolio model and the

classical Markowitz model are still very severe, especially in small samples.

In this paper, we complement their theoretical work by starting off to first prove that

when the number of assets is large, the traditional return estimate for the optimal self-

financing portfolio obtained by plugging the sample mean and covariance matrix into

its theoretic value is always over-estimated and, in return, makes the self-financing MV

optimization procedure impractical. We call this return estimate “plug-in” return and

call this phenomenon “over-prediction.” This inaccuracy makes the self-financing MV

optimization procedure to be impractical. To circumvent this over-prediction problem,

we invoke the bootstrap technique2 to develop a new estimate that analytically corrects

the over-prediction and reduces the error drastically. Furthermore, we theoretically prove

that this bootstrap estimate is consistent to its counterpart parameter and thus our ap-

proach makes it a possibility to implement the optimization procedure; thereby making

it practically useful. Our simulation further confirms the consistency of our proposed es-

timates; implying that the essence of the portfolio analysis problem could be adequately

2see Scherer (2002) for the review of bootstrap technique and refer to Kosowski, Timmermann, Wer-
mers and White (2006) for how to apply bootstrapping to portfolio management.
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captured by our proposed estimates. Our simulation also shows that our proposed method

improves the estimation accuracy so substantially that its relative efficiency could be as

high as 205 times when compared with the traditional “plug-in” estimate for 350 number

of assets with sample size of 500. Naturally, the relative efficiency will be much higher

for bigger sample size and larger number of assets. The improvement of our proposed

estimates are so big that there is a sound basis for believing our proposed estimate to be

the best estimate to date for seeking the optimal return, yielding substantial benefits in

terms of both profit maximization and risk reduction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 begins by providing a theoretical

framework for the optimal self-financing portfolio and invoke the bootstrap technique

to develop a new consistent estimate for the optimization procedure. In Section 3, we

conduct simulation to confirm the consistency of our proposed estimates and show that our

proposed method improves the estimation accuracy substantially. This is then followed

up by Section 4 which summarizes our conclusions and shares our insights.

II. Theory

Suppose that there are p-branch of assets, S = (s1, · · · , sp)
T , whose returns are denoted

by r = (r1, · · · , rp)
T with mean µ = (µ1, · · · , µp)

T and covariance matrix Σ = (σij). In

addition, we suppose that an investor will invest capital C on the p-branch of assets S

such that s/he wants to allocate her/his investable wealth on the assets to obtain any of

the following:

1. to maximize return subject to a given level of risk, or

2. to minimize her/his risk for a given level of expected return.

Since the above two problems are equivalent, we only look for solution to the first

problem in this paper. To obtain self-financing portfolio, we have C = 0. As her/his

investment plan (or assets allocation) to be c = (c1, · · · , cp)
T , we have

∑p
i=1 ci = C = 0.

Also, her/his anticipated return, R, will then be cT µ with risk cT Σc. In this paper,

we further assume that short selling is allowed and hence any component of c could be

negative. Thus, the above maximization problem can be re-formulated to the following
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optimization problem:

max R = cT µ, subject to cT1 = 0 and cT Σc ≤ σ2
0 (1)

where l represents a vector of ones with length conforming to the rules of matrix algebra

and σ2
0 is a given risk level.3 We call R satisfying (1) the optimal return and the solution

c to the maximization the optimal allocation plan.

We call R satisfying (1) to be optimal return for the corresponding self-financing

portfolio. The solution of (1) can be obtained in the following theorem:

Theorem 1 For the optimization problem shown in (1), the optimal return, R, and its

corresponding investment plan, c, are, respectively,

R = σ0

√
µT Σ−1µ− (1T Σ−1µ)2

1T Σ−11
(2)

and

c =
σ0√

µT Σ−1µ− (1T Σ−1µ)2

1T Σ−11

(Σ−1µ− 1T Σ−1µ

1T Σ−11
Σ−11) .

The proof of Theorem 1 is straightforward. The set of efficient feasible portfolios for

all possible levels of portfolio risk forms the self-financing MV efficient frontier. For

any given level of risk, Theorem 1 seems to provide us a unique optimal return with its

corresponding self-financing MV-optimal investment plan or asset allocation to represent

the best investment alternative given the selected assets, and thus it seems to provide

a solution to the self-financing MV optimization procedure. Nonetheless, it is easy to

expect the problem to be straightforward; however, this is not so as the estimation of the

optimal self-financing return is a difficult task.

3We note that in this paper we study the optimal return. However, another direction of research is
to study the optimal portfolio variance; see, for example, Pafka and Kondor (2003) and Papp, Pafka,
Nowak, and Kondor (2005).
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Suppose that {xjk} for j = 1, · · · , p and k = 1, · · · , n is a set of double array of inde-

pendent and identically distributed (iid) random variables with mean zero and variance

σ2. Let xk = (x1k, · · · , xpk)
T and X = (x1, · · · ,xn). Then, the traditional return esti-

mate (We call it plug-in return in this paper) for the optimal self-financing portfolio is

obtained by “plugging-in” the sample mean vector X and the sample covariance matrix

S into the formulae in Theorem 1 such that

R̂p = ĉT
p X (3)

where

x =
n∑

k=1

xk/n , S =
1

n− 1

n∑

k=1

(xk − x)(xk − x)T (4)

and

ĉp =
σ0√

X
TS−1X − (1TS−1X)2

1TS−11

(S−1X − 1TS−1X

1TS−11
S−11) .

Our simulation results shown in Figure 1 show that this plug-in return is far from sat-

isfaction, especially when sample size become large. From the figure, we find that the

plug-in return is always larger than its theoretical value. In this paper, we prove this

over-prediction phenomenon by the following theorem:

Theorem 2 Assume that X1, · · · ,Xn are normally distributed with p× 1 mean vector µ

and p × p covariance matrix Σ. If the dimension-to-sample-size ratio index p/n → y ∈
(0, 1), we have

µT Σ−1µ

n
→ a1 ,

1T Σ−11

n
→ a2 ,

1T Σ−1µ

n
→ a3 ,

and if a1a2 − a2
3 > 0, then, we have

lim
n→∞

R̂p√
n
→ σ0

√
γ(a1a2 − a2

3)

a2

> lim
n→∞

R√
n

= σ0

√
a1a2 − a2

3

a2

,
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where γ =
∫ b

a
1
x
dFy(x) = 1

1−y
> 1, a = (1−√y)2 and b = (1 +

√
y)2.

The proof of Theorem 2 can be obtained by applying some fundamental limit theorems in

the theory of large dimensional random matrix theory (see, for example, Jonsson (1982),

Bai and Yin (1993), Bai, Miao and Pan (2007), Bai (1999), and Bai and Silverstein, (1998,

1999, 2004)). From this theorem, we know that the plug-in return, R̂p, is always bigger

than the theoretical optimal return, R = cT µ, defined in (1).

Employing the bootstrap technique, in this paper we further develop an efficient es-

timator for the optimal self-financing return to circumvent this over-prediction problem.

We now describe the procedure to construct a parametric bootstrap estimate from the

estimate of plug-in return, R̂p, defined in (3) as follows: First, we draw a resample

χ∗ = {X∗
1, · · · ,X∗

n} from the p-variate ‘normal distribution’ with mean vector X and

covariance matrix S. Then, by invoking the self-financing optimization procedure again

on the resample χ∗, we obtain the bootstrapped “plug-in” allocation, ĉ∗p, and the boot-

strapped “plug-in” return, R̂∗
p, such that

R̂∗
p = ĉ∗Tp X

∗
(5)

where X
∗

= 1
n

∑n
1 X∗

i . Thereafter, we obtain the bootstrap corrected return estimate

R̂b as shown in the following theorem:

Theorem 3 Under the conditions in Theorem 2 and using the bootstrap correction pro-

cedure described above, the bootstrap corrected return estimate, R̂b, given by:

R̂b = R̂p +
1√
γ

(R̂p − R̂∗
p) . (6)

possesses the following property:

√
γ(R− R̂p) ' R̂p − R̂∗

p (7)
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where γ is defined in Theorem 2, R is the theoretic optimal self-financing return obtained

from Theorem 1, R̂p is the plug-in return estimate defined in (3) and obtained by using

the original sample χ, and R̂∗
p is the bootstrapped plug-in return estimate defined in (5)

and obtained by using the bootstrapped sample χ∗ respectively.

The proof of Theorem 3 can be easily obtained by applying Theorem 2 and some funda-

mental limit theorems in the theory of large dimensional random matrix theory (see, for

example, Jonsson (1982), Bai and Yin (1993) and Bai (1999)). We note that the relation

A ' B means that A/B → 1 in the limiting procedure. The above theorem has shown

that the bootstrap corrected return estimate, R̂b, is consistent to the theoretic optimal

self-financing return, R.

III. Simulation Study

To illustrate the over-prediction problem, we, for simplicity sake, generate a p-branch

of standardized asset returns from a multivariate normal distribution with mean µ =

(µ1, · · · , µp)
T and identity covariance matrix Σ = (Ijk) in which Ijk = 1 when j = k and

Ijk = 0 otherwise. Given the level of risk, the known population mean vector, µ, and the

known population covariance matrix, Σ, we can compute the theoretic optimal allocation,

c, and, thereafter, compute the theoretic optimal return, R, for the self-financing port-

folios. These values will then be used to compare the performance of all the estimators

being studied in our paper. Using this dataset, we apply the formula in (4) to compute

the sample mean, X, and sample covariance, S, which, in turn, enable us to obtain the

plug-in return, R̂p, and its corresponding plug-in allocation, ĉp, by substituting X and S

into µ and Σ respectively in the formula of R̂p and ĉp as shown in (3). To illustrate the

over-prediction problem, we first plot the theoretic optimal self-financing returns, R, and

the plug-in returns, R̂p, for different values of p with the same sample size n = 500 in

Figure 1.
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From Figure 1, we find the following: (1) the plug-in return R̂p defined in (3) is a good

estimate to the theoretic optimal return R when p is small (≤ 30); (2) when p is large

(≥ 60), the difference between the theoretic optimal return R and the plug-in return R̂p

becomes dramatically large; (3) the larger the p, the greater the difference; and (4) when p

is large, both the plug-in return R̂p is always larger than the theoretic optimal return, R,

computed by using the true mean and covariance matrix. These confirm the “Markowitz

optimization enigma” that the plug-in returns R̂p should not be used in practice.

In order to show the superiority of the performance of R̂b over that of plug-in return

R̂p, we define the bootstrap corrected difference, dR
b (= R̂b − R), for the return

estimate to be the difference between the bootstrap corrected optimal return estimate R̂b

and the theoretic optimal return R and the plug-in difference, dR
p (= R̂p − R), for the

return estimates R̂p and R̂b respectively. We then simulate 1000 times to compute dR
x for

x = p and b, n = 500 and p = 100, 200 and 300. The results are depicted in Figure 2.

From Figure 2, we find the desired property for our proposed estimate that dR
b is

much smaller than dR
p in absolute values for all the cases. This infers that the values

of bootstrap corrected method are much more accurate in estimating the theoretic value

than those obtained by using the plug-in procedure. Furthermore, as p increases, the two

lines on each level as shown in Figure 2 further separated from each other; implying that

the magnitude of improvement from dR
p to dR

b are remarkable.

To further illustrate the superiority of our estimate over the traditional plug-in esti-

mate, we present in Table 1 the mean square errors (MSEs) of the different estimates for

different p and present their relative efficiencies (RE) for returns such that

RER
p,b =

MSE(dR
p )

MSE(dR
b )

. (8)

Comparing the MSE of dR
b with that of dR

p in Figure 2 and Table 1, dR
b has been reduced

dramatically from those of dR
p , indicating that our proposed estimates are superior. We
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find that the MSE of dR
b is only 0.05, improving 3.4 times from that of dR

p when p = 50.

When the number of assets increases, the improvement become much more substantial.

For example, When p = 350, the MSE of dR
b is only 1.23 but the MSE of dR

p is 252.89;

improving 205.60 times from that of dR
p . This is an remarkable improvement. We note

that when both n and p are bigger, the relative efficiency of our proposed estimate over

the traditional plug-in estimate could be much larger.

IV. Conclusions

Holding both theoretical and practical interest, the basic problem for MV analysis is to

identify those combinations of assets that constitute attainable efficient portfolios. The

purpose of this paper is to solve this problem by developing a new optimal return estimate

to capture the essence of self-financing portfolio selection. With this in mind, we go on

to first theoretically prove that the estimated plug-in return obtained by plugging in the

sample mean and sample covariance into the formulae of the self-financing optimal return

is inadequate as it is always larger than its theoretical value when the number of assets is

large. To recall, we call this problem “over-prediction.” To circumvent this problem, we

develop the new estimator, the bootstrap corrected return, for the theoretic self-financing

optimal return by employing the parametric bootstrap method.

Our simulation results confirm that the essence of the self-financing portfolio analysis

problem could be adequately captured by our proposed bootstrap correction method which

improves the accuracy of the estimation dramatically. As our approach is easy to operate

and implement in practice, the whole efficient frontier of our estimates can be constructed

analytically. Thus, our proposed estimator facilitates the self-financing MV optimization

procedure, making it implementable and practically useful.

We note that our model includes the situation in which one of the assets is a riskless

asset so that investors can risklessly lend and borrow at the same rate. In this situa-
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tion, the separation theorem holds and thus our proposed return estimate is the optimal

combination of the riskless asset and the optimal self-financing risky portfolio. We also

note that the other assets listed in our model could be common stocks, preferred shares,

bonds and other types of assets so that the optimal return estimate proposed in our paper

actually represents the optimal self-financing return for the best combination of riskless

rate, bonds, stocks and other assets.

For instance, the optimization problem can be formulated with short-sales restrictions,

trading costs, liquidity constraints, turnover constraints, and budget constraints;4 see, for

example, Lien and Wong (2005) and Muthuraman and Kumar (2006). Each of these

constraints leads back to a different model for determining the shape, composition, and

characteristics of the efficient frontier and, thereafter, makes MV optimization a more

flexible tool. For example, Xia (2005) investigates the problem with a non-negative wealth

constraint in a semimartingale model. Another direction for further research is to adopt

the continuous-time multiperiod Markowitz’s problem. Further research could also include

conducting an extensive analysis to compare the performance of our estimators with

other state-of-the-art estimators in the literature, for example, factor models or Bayesian

shrinkage estimators.

4We note that after imposing any of these additional constraints, there may not be any explicit
solution. Even if an explicit solution can be found, it could be very complicated and the development of
the theory could be very tedious. We will address this question in our further research.
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Figure 1: Empirical and theoretical optimal returns for different numbers of assets
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Dotted line—the plug in return (R̂p) .
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Figure 2: Comparison between the Empirical and Corrected Portfolio Allocations and
Returns
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Table 1: MSE and Relative Efficiency Comparison

p MSE(dR
p ) MSE(dR

b ) RER
p,b

p = 50 0.17 0.05 3.40
p = 100 1.64 0.11 14.91
p = 150 5.22 0.15 34.80
p = 200 17.17 0.28 61.32
p = 250 45.81 0.50 91.62
p = 300 94.42 0.59 160.03
p = 350 252.89 1.23 205.60
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